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INTRODUCTION

Historian JimCorder, as far as I can tell, was first to refer to the area inTexaswest of theCrossTimbers,

east of the Caprock, north of the Colorado River basin, and south of the Red River as The Big Empty

(Fig. 1).1 It includes all ormost of about a dozen counties that have registered population declines in every

decennial census since 1930. In some parts of the region, the population has dwindled to just a quarter of

what it was eighty years ago.

Figure 1: The Big Empty in Texas

Within The Big Empty there are no universities, no major corporate headquarters, no buildings over

two or three stories tall. Rather, its landscapes are by and large testaments to abandonment: empty store-

fronts onquiet town squares, overgrown schoolyardsmade redundant through successive consolidations,

tumbledown empty farmhouses melting into the red clay beneath angular boughs of mesquite, empty

churches and graveyards without tenders silently awaiting the rapture. Every year a fresh crop of high

school seniors are marched across auditorium stages to receive their diplomas, and most of them keep

marching out of town to look for opportunity elsewhere. Every year the farms and ranches are fewer and

1. JimW. Corder, Lost in West Texas (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&MUniversity Press, 1988).
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bigger and the farmers and ranchers a little grayer. What does it mean to live and work in a place that

is dying this way? Of what significance are conceptions of such places to social life in them? These are

questions I am pursuing here, and they are really questions about what we geographers tend to call sense

of place.

Sense of place is the way people feel about the places where their lives and livelihoods happen. Au-

togeography, a related term I borrow from Ben Marsh, refers to the stories that people living in a place

tell about it.2 Sense of place and autogeography have very real and concrete effects upon social life and

landscapes. Whether a place is protected as if sacred or sacrificed for economic ends or abandoned alto-

gether depends in large part on how the people attached to it talk and feel about that place.3 The politics

and religion and arts of a place are all bound up with the stories people tell about it and what those sto-

ries are taken to mean. As an individual experiences the world in time, at each instant new impressions

are collated against memories such that the moments of life appear continuous.4 This seems true also

of groups of people living together in a place. Each new experience is perceived and interpreted against

shared memory, and, as in the individual, the end of all this is always action. In this way, sense of place

becomes integral to social reality and agency in and of communities. More plainly, sense of place matters

because it influences the things people say, think, and do on their own and as groups.

Over several months during the summer of 2016, I conducted interviews with people living in The

Big Empty with the aim of better understanding the place and the people there, particularly their reasons

for staying even as somanyhave decided to leave. This thesis draws on thatwork andhas several aims. The

first is to stake out a philosophical position on place and inquiry into its particulars by briefly describing

relevant currents in the literature and their bearing on my own attitudes and project. In doing so, I pro-

pose that an approach to place studies informed by pragmatist philosophical positions, the approach I

try to develop here, confers some substantial benefits over phenomenological, Marxian, and postmodern

and poststructural orientations. The second is to get at the particulars of the place, its chronology of set-

2. BenMarsh, “Continuity andDecline in the Anthracite Towns of Pennsylvania,”Annals of the Association of American
Geographers 77, no. 3 (September 1987): 337–352.

3. CaryW. deWit, “Interviewing for Sense of Place,” Journal of Cultural Geography 30, no. 1 (2005): 120–144; Brian Black,
Petrolia: The Landscape of America’s First Oil Boom (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000).

4. Henri Bergson called the necessary lag between interaction of physical media with the sense organs and conscious per-
ception the durée. See Henri Bergson, Matter and Memory (New York: American Humanities Press, 1978)
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tlement, development, and withering. The Big Empty is generally unknown in the geographic literature,

and I hope this thesis provides some useful foundation for further study of the region. The third is to

examine memory and continuity in the midst of irreversible decline, to better understand sense of place

and place attachment in a region where almost all communities are essentially dying and have been for

almost a century. More specifically, I aim to examine the relations among understandings of place and the

processes of change and decline characteristic of The Big Empty. This also entails describing some aspects

of the shifting conditions of rurality from a productivist culture oriented around smaller-scale agricul-

ture toward a postindustrial culture arising out of diminished participation in agricultural production,

increased dependence on services employment, and changes in technics all contributing to significant re-

configurations of spatial divisions of labor and other relations to the broader society, particularly to ideas

about different forms and scales of community.

Figure 2: Scene from a ranch in The Big Empty
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GEOGRAPHY, PRAGMATISM, AND PLACE

Place as a common sense notion seems straight-forward, but geographic discourse aroundplace is any-

thing but. Here I ammost interested in two threads of place discourse woven into the last half-century of

the history of geography. The first emerged in a surge of humanistic reaction to the extremes of the quan-

titative revolution and swept across Anglophone geography in the early 1970s, with writers like Tuan,

Relph, and Buttimer all insisting in similar ways that human beings ought to be put and kept at the cen-

ter of human geography. These humanistic writers often took different approaches, but they tended to

hold in common an interest in experimentation with qualitative methods and philosophical attitudes

rooted inHusserl’s phenomenology. The second thread of place discourse came out of economic geogra-

phy, wherein writers like Massey andHarvey examined place as a site of contestation and competition in

globalizing economies. My own approach to the study of place is informed by aspects of these impulses

as well as the work of American pragmatist philosophers, particularly John Dewey and Richard Rorty as

well as Sidney Hook and Cornel West.

Carl Sauermade explicit reference to phenomenology in geographic inquiry in his essay on “TheMor-

phology of Landscape” in 1925.5 But reference to phenomenological ideas in the discipline was generally

implicit until the early 1970s when writers began to consider the consequences of Husserlian and other

phenomenological philosophical work in geography.6 These consequences included an emphasis on the

human subject andonmeaning-making, skepticism towardpositivistic “absolutism,” and anewdirection

for development of alternative methods of inquiry.

For geographers like Tuan, phenomenology provided a philosophical basis for the “[suspension of]

the presuppositions and method of official science”.7 To some degree, this was a historical reaction to

5. EdwardRelph, “An inquiry into the relations between phenomenology and geography,”The Canadian Geographer/Le
Géographe canadien 14, no. 3 (1970): p. 195.

6. Relph, “An inquiry into the relations betweenphenomenology and geography”; Yi-FuTuan, “Geography, phenomenol-
ogy, and the study of human nature,” The Canadian Geographer/Le Géographe canadien 15, no. 3 (1971): 181–192; Anne
Buttimer, “Grasping the dynamism of lifeworld,”Annals of the association of American geographers 66, no. 2 (1976): 277–292;
J. Nicholas Entrikin, “Contemporary Humanism in Geography,” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 66, no.
4 (1976): 615–632.

7. Tuan, “Geography, phenomenology, and the study of human nature,” p. 181.
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the norms of a discipline transformed by a hard turn toward computational and geometric analyses and,

arguably, away from human agency and subjectivity. To humanistic geographers, the prevailing attitude

that the aim of geography was ultimately to develop a “controlled, consistent, and rational explanation”

of events was misguided, and they sought to challenge basic assumptions underpinning that attitude,

often using phenomenological arguments rooted in multi-layered models of the structure of meaning 8.

Their styles often borrowedmore from the humanities – particularly literary scholarship and art as well as

philosophy – than from the natural or physical sciences, and it is just as often the style of these humanistic

geographers that unified them as their philosophical predilections.

Figure 3: Arrow sculptures at entrance to property at Camp Springs, Fisher County, Texas.

By the 1980s and 1990s, economic geographers likeMassey andHarvey, the latter of whom, as it hap-

pens, exemplified the dominant positivistic impulses in the discipline for Relph at the time of writing

his 1970 essay on phenomenology in geography, considered the significance of place and its particulars in

8. The humanistic project of problematizing positivistic assumptions about objectivity is arguably poorly served by the
Husserlian ontological perspective which rests upon an object-subject distinction that pragmatists see as difficult to justify.
For the pragmatist, there is no essence to know, at least none demonstrably accessible to human beings.
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a global(izing) economy.9 These writers employed a vocabulary more recognizably scientific and tended

toward structural analyses (at least in style) even as they grappled with difference and the particulars of

place, more often describing these things in terms of time-space compression, distanciation, and spatial

practice.10 By the end of the 1980s, even Harvey was talking about quasi-phenomenological ideas about

subjectivity, tinged with his own readings of poststructuralist and postmodern writers.11

In my own thinking about place, elements of both of these approaches have been significant. The

humanistic intervention provided a needed corrective to the narrowness and rigidity dominating disci-

plinary norms by challenging its appearance-reality dualism and revivifying important questions about

geographic conceptions of subjectivity, both in daily life and academic work itself. Thework of economic

geographers on place maintained a more laser-like focus on the significance of power relations at varying

scales aswell as that of political economy in anymeaningful study of place. My sense is that these impulses

have converged in interesting ways in what I find to be themost compelling work on place12 and that they

are important antecedents to my own attitude toward the study of place which I would characterize as

pragmatistic.

The pragmatic view confers several advantages in geographic inquiry in general and in the study of

place in particular. Some of these arise from American pragmatism’s insistence that ideas like absolute

truth and ultimate reality are just not very useful, largely because pragmatists like Rorty “do not believe

there is a way things really are”.13 For the pragmatist, inquiry is less about the real and the true and more

about finding creative solutions to human problems within a given social and cultural situation. Thus, it

is attitudinally antagonistic to hubristic claims of objectivity. This is not to say that pragmatists are anti-

science. Rather, the pragmatist’s view takes all forms of inquiry, science included, as social approaches

to justifying beliefs about action, a formulation that is powerful in that it simultaneously recognizes the

subjectivity and relationality of human experience while emphasizing the centrality of agency. The goal

9. Relph, “An inquiry into the relations between phenomenology and geography,” p.198.
10. DoreenMassey, “A place called home?,” New Formations, no. 17 (1992): 3–17; D. Harvey, The Condition of Postmoder-

nity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change (Oxford England: Blackwell, 1990).
11. Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change, p. 213.
12. Examples include Ben Marsh’s work on the Pennsylvania anthracite country, James Shortridge’s work on the Great

Plains, and Dydia DeLyser’s interrogations of memory and monuments.
13. Richard Rorty, Philosophy and Social Hope (New York: Penguin, 1999), p. 27.
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is not to uncover some elusive reality but rather to formulate “descriptions of the world and ourselves”

which are more useful than the ones we have.14 American pragmatism is also marked by a very strong

meliorative impulse, a sense that inquiry ought to be aimed at improving conditions of life for people all

the while maintaining that what constitutes an improvement is culturally defined (and thus temporal)

rather than oriented around the universal or eternal. That is, “[a]ll products of inquiry are provisional”.15

In the pragmatic formulation, human experience is not a thing. For JohnDewey, it includeswhat peo-

ple “do and suffer,. . . strive for, love, believe and endure” and also how they “act and are acted upon”.16

This contrasts with the phenomenological project ofmaking of the study ofmeaning an objective science

– for pragmatists after Wittgenstein, talking about “meaning” this way implies some form of a priori

knowledge and is, like truth, meaningless as something distinct from language games and associated hu-

man actions.17 The pragmatist program rejects notions of objectivity because it rejects the “spectatorial”

account of knowledge (and meaning).18 It also encourages a holistic approach to experience as a process

oriented around action. For Dewey, things “interacting in certain ways are experience; they are what is

experienced,” a position somewhat distant from the Husserlian conceptions of bracketing or the thing

itself.19

With its emphasis on subjectivity and relationality, pragmatism suffers less than phenomenological

approaches from a tendency to turn the study of place only inward toward meaning as an object. Its

naturalism and anti-essentialism point toward inquiry into social life that emphasizes interactions (or as

Cutchin suggests, Deweyan transaction).20 That tendency bears some resemblance to attitudes identified

with poststructuralist and postmodern geographies, particularly in the sense that these all point toward

critical analyses of institutions and power relations at different scales. Pragmatism of the Dewey and

Rorty variety emphasizes, however, the “opportunity to grow up, to be free to make itself, rather than

14. Rorty, Philosophy and Social Hope, p. 27.
15. Malcolm P. Cutchin, “John Dewey’s metaphysical ground-map and its implications for geographical inquiry,” GeoFo-

rum, no. 39 (2008): p.1566.
16. Ibid., p.1559.
17. Cornel West, The American Evasion of Philosophy (Madison, Wisconsin: University ofWisconsin Press, 1989), pp. 193-

195.
18. Ibid., p. 196.
19. Cutchin, “John Dewey’s metaphysical ground-map and its implications for geographical inquiry,” p. 1565.
20. Ibid.
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Phenomenonology Critical/Marxian Pragmatism

Its . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dualism historicism naturalism/relativism
tends toward preoccu-
pation w/ . . . . . . . . .

“mind” teleology/class interests language-games and cul-
ture

which puts focus on . affect and subjectivity power and exploitation agency and contingency
but distracts from . . power and exploitation affect and subjectivity teleology and “mind”

Table 1: Perspectives on place studies, related.

seeking direction from some imagined outside source,” a position that, relative to some poststructuralist

stances (e.g. some readings of Foucault), is more optimistic and less fatalistic.21 Where poststructuralists

tend to make a bogeyman of power, pragmatism accomodates non-foundational “aspirations of hope,

values, ethics and politics”.22

Explicitly pragmatist geographies have becomemore visible in the literature over the last fifteen years

or so.23 Even Relph, a central figure in the phenomenological turn among humanistic geographers in the

1970s, has written on pragmatistic geographies.24 Much of the work on place I myself find most com-

pelling has been informed by ideas I associate with pragmatism. Marsh’s work on place and landscape

in the anthracite coal country in Pennsylvania takes a holistic approach to the local and remote, the eco-

nomic and emotional, and human aspirations and the natural world.25 Shortridge’s work on the Great

Plains considers the ways in which regional and local identities are formed and perpetuated.26 DeLyser

has interrogated the ways in which places function to promulgate particular sets of values and ideals.27

In these and other writers on place, an awareness of the centrality of human agency and subjectivity, the

significance of contingency and interactions at different scales make for what I consider some of themost

21. Owain Jones, “Stepping from the wreckage: Geography, pragmatism and anti-representational theory,” Geoforum 39,
no. 4 (2008): p. 1604.
22. Ibid.
23. Clive Barnett andGary Bridge, “Geographies of radical democracy: Agonistic pragmatism and the formation of affected

interests,”Annals of the Association of American Geographers 103, no. 4 (2013): 1022–1040; Cutchin, “JohnDewey’smetaphys-
ical ground-map and its implications for geographical inquiry”; Jones, “Stepping from the wreckage: Geography, pragmatism
and anti-representational theory.”
24. EdwardRelph, “APragmatic Sense of Place,” inMaking Sense of Place, ed. FrankVanclay,MatthewHiggins, andAdam

Blackshaw (Canberra: National Museum of Australia Press, 2008).
25. Marsh, “Continuity and Decline in the Anthracite Towns of Pennsylvania.”
26. JamesR. Shortridge,The Middle West: Its Meaning in American Culture (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1976).
27. Dydia DeLyser, “When Less is More: Absence and Landscape in a California Ghost Town” (Minneapolis and London:

University of Minnesota Press, 2001), 24–40.
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thoughtful work on place, whether or not they have explicitly referred to currents in pragmatist philos-

ophy. My intention in undertaking my study of The Big Empty is to incorporate what I think are the

most useful aspects of the currents in humanistic place studies and in critical economic geographies into

a pragmatic attitude toward the study of place.

From this pragmatic perspective, I aim to make several contributions to the literature on place. The

first is a sketch of the character of a place that has largely or entirely escaped the attention of academic

geographers, that is, The Big Empty on the north central Texas plains. The second is a clearer picture of

place attachment amidst apparently irreversible population decline in a formerly agrarian region. And

the third is to work toward a better understanding of the conditions of postindustrial rurality in such a

region where the economic bases for life and livelihood have been transformed through a series of recon-

figurations in economy and technics. I begin below by tracing the broad arc of settlement and decline

starting from the rise of Comancheria and working toward the present.

Figure 4: School at ghosttown ofWhiteflat in Motley County, Texas.
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THE BIG EMPTY

The story of Texas today is generally one of growth. Its governors routinely sally forth on junkets to

entice more large firms to relocate to its sprawling cities along and east of Interstate 35. Every list of the

fastest growing U.S. cities and metros features one or several in Texas. By all accounts, Texas is booming,

at least relative to a lot of the rest of the country. But this is not the whole story. Large swathes of the state

are moving in a very different if not wholly opposite direction, some apparently toward oblivion. This

divergence, a localized instance of what David Harvey and others have called uneven development,28 has

its roots in Texas’s relatively short and turbulent history as well as in the very nature of modernity.

Although Spanish explorers criss-crossed The Big Empty in the sixteenth century, Spain had little

interest in the area. There were no cities of gold there, no other obvious mineral riches to be exploited.

The terrain and climate of the north central Texas plains made adventures there unpleasant, a hot and

shadelesswaste full of biting insects, serpents, thorny things.29 The scarcity ofwatermeant that towander

too far out into their unfamiliar stretches was to gamble with your life.

When Coronado led expeditions through the area in the early 1540s, there were no permanent set-

tlements. Scattered bands of wandering Apache and other peoples eked out a living by following bison

herds and hunting them with dogs who also served as pack animals. With water and other food sources

hard to comeby, these hunterswould fill bladdersmade frombison intestineswith the animals’ blood and

hang them around their necks to drink when thirsty during their travels.30 They were also observed by

Coronado’s men slitting the bellies of downed bison, removing the partially digested grasses, and squeez-

ing the juice into their mouths in the heat.31 The place had taught them to waste nothing and not to be

squeamish.

As such, the Spanish claimed these lands for centuries with no serious effort to settle them. Maps

28. David Harvey, Spaces of Global Capitalism: Towards a Theory of Uneven Geographical Development (London: Verson,
2006).
29. Herbert Eugene Bolton,Coronado: Knight of Pueblos and Plains (Albuquerque, NewMexico: University of NewMex-

ico Press, 1964).
30. Ibid., pp.246–247.
31. Ibid.
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of what is now Texas generally left the space north of San Antonio more or less blank. Late in the eigh-

teenth century, cartographers in Paris still wrote only inconnu west of the Cross Timbers and north of

the Colorado. But, by that time, another people had begun to see opportunity where the Europeans saw

desolation, and their presence would effectively bar encroachment and settlement by any other people,

no matter how hardy, for the better part of two hundred years.

The Comanche arrived on the Texas plains in the early years of the eighteenth century. They emerged

as a distinct people at some point in the 1600s, made their way south toward Texas fromWyoming and

somewhere along the way picked up wild horses and took to them with alacrity. Swift riders and fierce

warriors, the Comanche moved to subdue and remove their rivals for the southern reaches of the Amer-

ican bison range. After the defeat of the Lipan Apache along the Wichita River in the early 1720s, the

Comanche exercised dominion over the southern Great Plains in Texas and Oklahoma.32 By the 1770s,

the Lipan had been forced far south to live along both sides of the Rio Grande.33

From about 1750 to about 1850, the Comanche flourished, playing their enemies off one another

and carving out a livelihood where it seemed nobody else could. But Anglo-American hunters, herders,

and settlers grew increasingly covetous of Comancheria. As the Texas frontier moved westward into Co-

manche territory, conflict became more frequent and bloody. The Civil War precipitated a brief lull in

the clash and in the wholesale slaughter of the remaining bison population by white hunters, but by the

Reconstruction era the virulent spread of OldWorld pathogens like smallpox, measles, and cholera dev-

astated Comanche numbers and sapped their collective strength. Some bands, particularly the Kwahadi,

remained isolated, but those groups experiencing increased proximity to and contact with white settle-

ments, like the Peneteka, whose numbers declined by eighty percent in less than thirty years, began to

disintegrate.34

Even so, the Comanche not only held the line against westering white settlement into the years after

the CivilWar, they pushed it back. The population inWise County dropped fromover three thousand in

1860 to less than half that in 1870. And when Colonel RandolphMarcy, who had become intimate with

32. Herbert Eugene Bolton, Athanase de Mézières and the Louisiana-Texas Frontier, 1768-1780 (Cleveland: Arthur H.
Clarke Co., 1914), pp.24–25.
33. Ibid., pp.26.
34. S.C. Gwynne, Empire of the Summer Moon (New York: Scribner, 2010), pp.113–114.
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the region almost twenty years before,35 toured the frontier with General William Tecumseh Sherman in

1871, he was shocked to discover that some areas were entirely depopulated and that the line of settlement

had receded as much as a hundred miles.36

While visiting the fort at what is now Jacksboro, Sherman heard first-hand the gruesome details of

the Salt Creek Massacre in which men on a freighter line were set upon by Comanche and Kiowa war-

riors, tortured and killed. Captain Robert G. Carter reported toMarcy and Sherman that men had been

mutilated, their brains scooped out, hot coals piled on their exposed abdomens, and one of them chained

between twowagon wheels and roasted alive. Shermanmust have been doubly disturbed that he himself

had passed over the same road only shortly before the unlucky freighters.37 Two years before, Americans

had celebrated the completion of theTranscontinental Railroad, yet the lethal and elusive Comanche still

stymied white settlement of the north central Texas plains.38

Political pressure mounted39 for the federal government to act to subdue the Comanche, and it acted

decisively in the Red River War of 1874. In one episode, Colonel Ranald Mackenzie, known to the

Comanche as “Bad Hand”, ordered that over one thousand captured Comanche ponies be kettled in

a canyon along the edge of the Caprock and slaughtered over several hours.40 The cavalrymen were over-

whelmed by the stench of the dead horses in the heat of the next day such that they moved their camp.

The carcasses were still stinking by the time the last free band of Kwahadi Comanche, led by Quanah

Parker, were forced to surrender and were removed to Fort Sill in Oklahoma in 1875. The “Comanche

Barrier” to white settlement was no more.

Though in the latter decades of the nineteenth century some Americans and Texans coveted Co-

manche lands, for much of the 1800s prevailing opinion was that the region was at best unpleasant and at

35. Marcy led the earliest documentedAnglo-American expedition on the north centralTexas plains along the upper reaches
of the Brazos and Wichita Rivers in the early 1850s. See William B. Parker, Notes Taken during the Expedition Commanded
by Capt. R. B. Marcy (Philadelphia: Hayes / Zell, 1856)
36. Gwynne, Empire of the Summer Moon, p.4.
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid., p.5.
39. It seems plausible that some of this pressure came frommonied interests in railhubs like FortWorth. Any rail connection

between Denver and the Gulf would necessarily pass through the north central plains and Panhandle, and the Comanche
presented an obstacle to construction of any such road.
40. ErnestWallace,Ranald S. Mackenzie’s Official Correspondence Relating to Texas, 1871-1873 (Lubbock, Texas:West Texas

Museum Association, 1967).
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Figure 5: The Big Empty, including rivers, important early railroads, and landmarks.

worst uninhabitable. After working on a railroad project in the 1850s, one surveyor said the plains were a

desert, awasteland thatwould remain forever unpeopled.41 Another early assessment pronounced, “That

country is not settled, and probably never will be to any great extent”.42 For decades, the general sense

was for Americans the same as it had been for Coronado and the Spanish: the plains were dangerous and

worthless. William B. Parker, on an expedition with RandolphMarcy in 1854, described part of The Big

Empty as a “barren and desolate waste, broken and torn into ravines, mounds, gullies, and defiles, the

soil a bright red clay, and not a tree or shrub, except the white dwarf cedar, to be seen” in which even the

Comanche did not “ever do more than pass through. . . as grass, water, and game are all scarce”.43

But the plains were not so forbidding to everybody. With the demise of the remaining bison herds

41. Walter Prescott Webb, The Great Plains (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1931).
42. Don L. Hofsommer, The Quanah Route: A History of the Quanah, Acme, & Pacific Railway (College Station, Texas:

Texas A&MUniversity Press, 1991).
43. Parker, Notes Taken during the Expedition Commanded by Capt. R. B. Marcy, pp.144,150.
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Figure 6: Exposed Permian redbed.

and removal of the Comanche, the way was cleared for cattlemen like Samuel Burk Burnett to graze their

herds in the former Comanche lands. Burnett drove his own cattle toWichita County in 1875 and hauled

in materials for the first house there on ox-drawn wagons.44 At the time, there were probably fewer than

2,500 people west of FortWorth.45 But plans were already underway to extend a railroad across the north

central plains and Panhandle from Fort Worth to Denver.

A charter was granted by the Texas legislature in 1873 to incorporators to build a line from Tarrant

County to the NewMexico Territory line to connect at a later date to some road to Colorado. Financial

difficulties arising in no small part from the “money panic” of 187346 slowed the start of construction

until the charter was purchased by GrenvilleM. Dodge in 1881. Grading for what was to become the Fort

Worth andDenverRailroad began inNovember of that year. The new line promised to provide transport

for the growing herds on the open range, but they would also open the region up to settlement beyond a

44. Fort Worth and the Texas Northwest (Chicago and New York: Lewis Publishing Co., 1922), p.39.
45. Bill Neal, The Last Frontier: the Story of Hardeman County (Quanah, Texas: Quanah Tribune-Chief, 1966), p.248.
46. Committee on the Pacific Railroad U.S. House, Texas and Pacific Railway Company. (To accompany bill H.R. 3869.)

Memorial of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company and the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, December 1874.
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Figure 7: Swallows flocking near remains of a railroad bridge across the NorthWichita River

few scattered cattle stations like Burnett’s.

Just seven years after the conclusion of the Red River War, the Fort Worth and Denver Railroad

reachedWichita Falls. To the southwest, Abilene had its own depot on theTexas and Pacific, chartered by

the federal government in 1871 to connect Marshall, Texas and San Diego. Steadily, The Big Empty was

becoming connected up to regional and national commodity networks, such that by 1893, the gypsum

in the plaster on the walls of the Columbian Exposition at Chicago had come from pits in Hardeman

County.47

During the 1880s new local governments were organized within boundaries drawn over the Fannin

and Young Land Districts.48 Settlers, derided by cattlemen as “nesters” and mostly from the American

south homesteaded in dugouts on school land allotments.49 The range began to close, and by 1900 the

more arable eastern portions of The Big Empty were going over to fields of wheat and cotton.50

47. Neal, The Last Frontier: the Story of Hardeman County, p. 254.
48. This is according to county maps drafted in the late 1850s by Carl Wilhelm Von Rosenberg, draftsman at the Texas

General Land Office. Many of these are available online at the Portal to Texas History.
49. Neal, The Last Frontier: the Story of Hardeman County, p.33.
50. Ibid.
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Figure 8: Mature winter wheat in Foard County. Elevations in the distance are Medicine Mounds in
Hardeman County.

Even as smallholder agriculture began to penetrate into the region, large ranching empires continued

to be built and expand, particularly to the west and north of the confluence of the Salt Fork and Double

MountainBrazosRivers. SamuelBurnett purchased themassive tract inKingCounty thatwouldbecome

the 6666 Ranch, Samuel Lazarus and others formed the Pitchfork Land and Cattle Company, a British

syndicate founded the Spur Ranch in Dickens County, and the Scottish owners of the Matador Ranch

inMotley County expanded their holdings.51

Throughout the 1880s and 1890s, owners of stock companies with large land holdings often encour-

aged settlement by setting aside tracts for town squares and by giving away or selling cheaply parcels for

homes and businesses. These men were often central to efforts at organizing local governments, and by

1890 communities in the new counties of The Big Empty were building schools and hiring teachers.52

51. Fort Worth and the Texas Northwest; Hofsommer, The Quanah Route: A History of the Quanah, Acme, & Pacific
Railway;WilliamCurryHolden,The Espuela Land and Cattle Company: a Study of a Foreign-Owned Ranch in Texas (Austin,
Texas: Texas State Historical Association, 1970).
52. Josephine Hooper Campbell, Knox County History (Haskell, Texas: Haskell Free Press, 1966).
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Cotton crops, first planted on scattered homesteads in the late 1880s, were by the early years of the new

century substantial – over four thousand bales in Knox County in 1910.

Figure 9: An abandoned church inMargaret, Texas.

Railroad construction continued, notably with the Kansas City, Missouri, and Orient, intended to

connect Kansas City with Topolobampo in Sinaloa, which spurred the organization of new towns along

its path during the 1900s53. Topolobampo was believed to be closer than San Francisco to the midwest

and eastern states. It had been the site of an ambitious and failed attempt at building a Georgist utopian

port city by a progressive engineer named Albert Kimsey Owen and scores of fellow travellers.54 With

the coming of railroads, settlers, and commerce, communities grew rapidly, and the mood seems to have

been nearly as ecstatic as that of the Topolobampo colonists – and in some sense the project of building

new towns on the north central Texas plains was equally utopian, rooted in smallholder settler values and

American boosterism with their common reverence for property and propensities for truck and barter.

53. Towns like Rochester, Rule, O’Brien, and Knox City were all built in anticipation of the K.C.M.&O, and the latter
three were named for railroad officials.
54. John Leeds Kerr, Destination Topolobampo (San Marino, California: Golden West Books, 1968); Leopold Katscher,

“Owen’s Topolobampo Colony, Mexico,” American Journal of Sociolo� 12, no. 2 (1906): 145–175.
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Towns like Roaring Springs inMotley County were drawn up by companies organized to resell sub-

divided tracts purchased from large landholders like theMatador Land and Cattle Company. Continued

railroad construction fueled enthusiasm for such ventures. That pattern of town-building was well es-

tablished, but regional and local railways like the Quanah, Acme and Pacific and Motley County made

such projects seemmore viable and more profitable.

Figure 10: Former offices of the Quanah, Acme, and Pacific, now a museum.

The Roaring Springs Townsite Company, a partnership between railroad boosters and landholders

like the Matador ranch, drew up a plan for over forty sprawling blocks including a large public square,

wide boulevards divided by parks, and over two hundred commercial and residential lots, some of them

arrayed in a sweeping horseshoe arch with wide avenues radiating outward from the town’s core.55 The

town was sited on just under seven hundred acres of land donated by the ranch. All of the promotional

effort and cost was taken on by the railroad. The sense was that the town’s attractive brick passenger sta-

tion, freight depot, stock pens, and large cotton platformwouldmake the town appealing to farmers and

55. Hofsommer, The Quanah Route: A History of the Quanah, Acme, & Pacific Railway, pp.30–32.
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that agriculture and general commerce would flourish there. Immigration agents printed flyers depicting

the springs for which the town was named – these were not for sale and remained the property of the

Matador Company – beckoning to settlers:

Red chocolate sandy soilwhichproduces phenominal[sic] crops of corn, cotton,Milomaize,
feterita and kaffir corn, all kinds of fruits and vegetables. . .No chills ormalaria. No boll wee-
vil. No hog cholera. . .These lands can be bought from $10.00 to $25.00 per acre on easy
terms.56

Agents advertised the town and distributed literature at fairs in Texas and abroad, and people came. Busi-

ness was slow at first, but it picked up during World War I such that sixty thousand acres were disposed

of by 1923.57

Figure 11: Pasture in the northern Big Empty.

By 1920, new towns set alongside new railroadswere shippingout tens of thousands of bales of cotton.

56. Hofsommer, The Quanah Route: A History of the Quanah, Acme, & Pacific Railway, p.32.
57. Ibid.
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TheGreatWarbuoyed commodity prices such that cotton sold for around forty cents per pound in 1919.58

But gluts and weak demand brought violent adjustments in the markets. In the early twenties, the price

of cotton fell to ten cents.59

In spite of volatilemarkets and the disruptive influence60 of thewar, growth resumed or continued in

most of The Big Empty through the twenties. By the 1930 census, many counties boasted of populations

approaching fifteen thousandwhere very few or none had lived at the turn of the century. About booster-

planned townsquares and alongside railroad depots, towns had sprouted up withMasonic lodges, news-

papers, schools, churches, movie houses, even piano stores, Baptist colleges, and local chapters of the Ku

Klux Klan. The papers boasted of a fertile land supporting a progressive people in building wholesome,

healthyAmerican communities. But in the early thirties, theweather turned dry, and everything changed.

The heat and lack of rain brought on lean years and failure formany farmers and ranchers, particularly

smallholders, circumstances common across the Great Plains. After 1930, almost all Big Empty counties

registered steady declines through 1950 with decadal net losses in population commonly on the order of

twenty to thirty percent (see Figs. 12, 13). Even as the regionwaswiredupwith electricity, provisionedwith

natural gas, and connected to the growing telephone network, it supported fewer and fewer residents.

The railroads experienced rolling failure, concentration, and increasing obsolescence as road networks

expanded and trucking supplanted freight cars at the edges of agricultural commodity chains.

The enthusiastic mood of the settlement boom lapsed into apocalyptic anxiety. Local lore is full of

stories of fields planted with cotton laying abandoned until a year or two later when enough rain fell to

germinate the seed and make a stand and of dust storms so thick and dark that chickens roosted as in

the black of night. Many struggling families and individuals lit out for cities in California and elsewhere

where the war mobilization had created jobs in industry.

Another round of severe drought in the 1950s, still the worst on record for the region, contributed

to an acceleration of decline in many counties61. Intensification of farming practice no doubt played an

58. For reference, cotton prices today are often in the neighborhood of sixty to seventy cents per pound.
59. Campbell, Knox County History.
60. Many farmers and their sons were called away, and railroad officials complained to government that too many of their

workers were being drafted and asked for exemptions on the grounds that uninterrupted operation of the railroads was of
central strategic importance. Hofsommer, The Quanah Route: A History of the Quanah, Acme, & Pacific Railway
61. 2010-2011 broke the record for most severe one-year drought. See Chris Hooks, “State Climatologist: Drought Officially
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(a) Counties shaded gray denote population declines. Darker shades represent more successive decennial census
decreases. Numbered counties are those registering population decreases in every decennial census after 1930.

No. County Pop. 1930 Pop. 2010 Pct. change 1930-2010
1 Cottle 9,395 1,505 -83
2 Motley 6,812 1,210 -82
3 Hall 16,966 3,353 -80
4 Kent 3,851 808 -79
5 Collingsworth 14,461 3,057 -78
6 Foard 6,315 1,336 -78
7 Hardeman 14,532 4,139 -71
8 Fisher 13,563 3,974 -70
9 Throckmorton 5,253 1,641 -68
10 Knox 11,368 3,719 -67
11 Haskell 16,669 5,899 -64
12 Borden 1,505 641 -57
13 Lynn 12,372 5,915 -52

(b) Counties registering successive decennial census declines since 1930

Figure 12: Hollowing out of the Texas plains: population decline in Texas counties
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Figure 13: Proportional decennial population change for Big Empty counties.
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Figure 14: Derelict storefronts near the town square in Quanah, Texas.

important role with increasing mechanization simultaneously mitigating erosion and duststorms, slash-

ing margins, and creating new economies of scale. Yields and average farm size tracked upward through

the fifties and sixties (See 16). During that period, intercensal declines hovered around thirty percent. For

the farmers and ranchers who were able to scale their operations and absorb the property of those who

did not, the mid-century period was prosperous. Those who could not survive were forced to move on

to look for work in larger towns and cities.

TheBig Empty lays along the eastern shelf of thePermianBasin, andoil strikesweremade in the 1920s.

But the fields were not developed in earnest until the 1950s when some considerable fortunes were made

mostly among the already land-rich. Worker encampments sprung up around the fields, and some found

employment on rigs, as roughnecks, or in other capacities in the industry. But the oil boomultimately did

little or nothing to stem the tide of outmigration, though it likely helped underwrite capital investments

Worst On Record,” Texas Tribune, August 4, 2011, accessed September 28, 2016, https://www.texastribune.org/
2011/08/04/state-climatologist-drought-officially-worst-recor/.
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by local government in roads, other infrastructure, and schools.

Figure 15: Work-over rig looming over the banks of the Brazos on the Stonewall/Haskell County line.

Farm concentration ramped up intensely during the seventies and eighties (see Fig. 16). As was the

case all across the Great Plains, low commodity prices, high interest rates, and declining land values put

increasing pressure on farmers in general, though poorer farmers and people of color were the first to

go.62 By 1982, average farm sizes in many Big Empty counties were twice what they were in the fifties,

and the number of farmers had dropped drastically. Some farmers who had taken on heavy debt burdens

in expansion efforts through the 1970s found themselves unable to secure further operating capital or to

service their debt.

Intercounty migration centered on metropolitan areas with significant roles in national and global

commodity chains and finance.63 Outmigration rates eventually slowed and levelled off around 10% (see

62. R. Douglas Hurt, The Big Empty (Tucson, Arizona: University of Arizona Press, 2011); Don E. Albrecht et al., “The
Consequences of the Farm Crisis for Rural Communities,” Journal of the Community Development Society 19, no. 2 (Septem-
ber 1, 1988): 119–135; Linda Lobao and Katherine Meyer, “The Great Agricultural Transition: Crisis, Change, and Social Con-
sequences of Twentieth Century US Farming,” Annual Review of Sociolo� 27 (2001): 103–124.
63. SteveH.Murdock,Md.NazrulHoque, andKennethRackman, “Determinants of 1980 to 1990NetMigration in Texas
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Fig. 17).64 Butmany communities hadwithered to such adegree thatmany services andbusinesses became

unsupportable. Waves of school closures and consolidations and the failure of gins, compresses, elevators,

and other enterprises carved gaping holes in scores of towns that were rapidly emptying out.

Little oil booms in the early eighties and the first decade of the new century, the former set off bywater

flooding technology and the latter pneumatic fracturing, brought few jobs and only small, brief increases

in tax base and population.65 Parts of The Big Empty are still reeling from the most recent bust, after

the 2015 collapse in global oil prices precipitated mass layoffs and the idling of drilling rigs. Windfarms

continue to expand around the Double Mountains, on the Knox Prairie, and elsewhere in the region,

stoking in some hopes for a new, different energy boom. But all evidence indicates that these projects

will, like the oilfields before them, do little to alter the trend of decline that has characterized The Big

Empty since about 1930.

Recent drought, particularly that of 2010-2011, the worst one-year drought on record, has presented

serious challenges for farmers and stockmen.66 It reduced the cattle herd in the region to the smallest it

has been since the 1950s, and produce and other crops requiring reliable irrigation are for the most part

no longer planted.67 In the sandy loam soils where peanuts, melons, and all manner of vegetable crops

were once grown, almost exclusively wheat, dry weather forage, and cotton are cultivated. Knox City in

KnoxCounty still celebrates its annualWatermelon Festival, but formany years there have beenno locally

grown watermelons.68

Counties:TheRole of Sustenance Specialization andDominance in International Ecosystems,”Rural Sociolo� 58, no. 2 (1993):
190–209.
64. Applied Population Laboratory, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Net Migration Patterns for US Counties, http:

//netmigration.wisc.edu/, Accessed: July 23, 2016.
65. Brian Bethel, “Communities dealing with ups and downs of oil: Area towns see benefit from what was, while looking

to what may yet be.,” Abilene Reporter-News, January 2, 2016, accessed September 8, 2016, http://www.reporternews.
com/news/local/communities-dealing-with-ups-and-downs-of-oil-2786705e-e7e8-0fed-e053-

0100007f2b60-364035741.html.
66. Hooks, “State Climatologist: Drought Officially Worst On Record.”
67. HannahBoen, “LeanTimes:Ranchermoves herd toNebraska towait out drought,”Abilene Reporter-News, January 31,

2012, accessed September 8, 2016, http://www.reporternews.com/news/local/lean-times-rancher-move
s- herd- to- nebraska- to- wait- out- drought- ep- 386736527- 349407861.html; Caitlin Richards, “Big
Country ranches, like others across the state, are cautiously rebuilding herds,”Abilene Reporter-News, August 15, 2015, accessed
September 8, 2016, http://www.reporternews.com/business/agriculture/big-country-ranches-like-
others-across-the-state-are-cautiously-rebuilding-herds-ep-1231064956-346854922.html.
68. WayneHodgin, “Knox City celebrates its watermelon heritage,”Abilene Reporter-News, July 28, 2012, accessed Septem-

ber 8, 2016, http://www.reporternews.com/entertainment/knox-city-celebrates-its-watermelon-
heritage-ep-385929042-348922751.html; Jeremy Goldmeier, “Watermelon Festival brings Knox City together,”
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Figure 17: Net migration over time in The Big Empty.

Even cotton is becoming unprofitable. The rising costs of inputs including seed, increasingly con-

trolled by near monopolies, staggeringly expensive equipment, high land prices, and the immense scale

required to make a living are putting more pressure on even established farmers. The age of the typical

farmer in The Big Empty is in the early to mid sixties69, and all farmers, regardless of age, are struggling

to adjust to structural changes to federal agriculture policy, particularly the cessation of direct payment

programs for cotton whichmany people toldme hasmade securing operating loansmuchmore difficult.

When I went out into The Big Empty to conduct interviews, the mood was grim. The rolling layoffs

of workers in the oilfield and the uncertainty facing farmers, farm families, and the businesses which

Abilene Reporter-News, July 30, 2011, accessed September 8, 2016, http://www.reporternews.com/news/big-
country/watermelon-festival-brings-knox-city-together-ep-387599629-349878621.html.
69. This is based on multiple informant accounts as well as my own observations. The 2012 Ag Census puts the national

average at 58.3.
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dependon themwere the backdrop againstwhichpeople talked tome aboutwhat canhardly be described

as anything but the death of a place. I went there chiefly to find out how people living in The Big Empty

feel about it and why they stay there when so many people have left.

Their accounts andmy analysis are ultimately entangled in the rapid formation of a settler society on

the north central Texas plains and the deep, sustained decline that took hold around 1930. They describe

a life in remote rural locales where livelihood is more often derived from government, services, educa-

tion, and healthcare than from productivist agriculture or industry and where people struggle to make

coherent their own daily experiences with the broader, rapidly changing world outside The Big Empty.

If we listen to what they have to say and place it in context with the natural and human history of The

Big Empty, it can tell us a good deal about the workings of place, place attachment, and the conditions

of a postindustrial rurality contingent upon the shift from an economic regime centered on productivist

smaller-scale agriculture to one based on service work in which direct participation in agricultural pro-

duction and thus its cultural hegemony is grossly diminished.
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SENSE OF PLACE AND PLACE ATTACHMENT IN THE BIG EMPTY

In my study of The Big Empty, I oriented inquiry around a central question: Why do the people

living there remain when so many have left? The general approach was ethnographic and centered on

spending time in the region interviewing people. I asked them this central question as well as a number

of related ones all about their understanding of place, their lives and livelihoods in The Big Empty, and

the relations of themselves and that place to the broader society.

The interviewswere semi-structured. I used no recording device, a conscious decision that I thinkwas

important to the end ofmeeting people on their own terms and in an amiable, easy going setting. Instead,

I took copious notes. I recruited people for interviews using a spatial snowball approach, starting near

prominent vertical features of amore or less featureless landscape. These included grain elevators, football

fields, churches, courthouses, and water towers. Often, I was referred to people I met or interviewed,

sometimes after asking themdirectly aboutwhere to find peoplewhomight have the time and inclination

to talk to me.

The sparseness of the placemeant that finding people to talk towas sometimes challenging. I resorted

to simply wandering around county courthouses, town squares, apartment complexes, and other spaces

where I might encounter prospects. For themostpart, people were eager to talk. Onmore than one occa-

sion, I solicited interviews in remote places by meeting people out of doors, going about their business,

with some useful results. My approach to interviews favored longer ones, during which I could develop

a rapport. They ranged in duration from about thirty minutes to almost two hours. I took as a guide

CaryDeWit’s suggestions for conducting field interviews around place and sense of place.70 I found them

useful in the extreme, particularly their focus on approaching people on their own terms, developing a

sensitivity to local social protocols, taking time for in-depth interviews, andmakingwriting and rewriting

of interview accounts and field experiences an integral part of the process of refining interview style and

interpretations.

70. de Wit, “Interviewing for Sense of Place.”
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I cannot defend my sample as representative in any concrete way other than to say I made every ef-

fort to find different kinds of people in different kinds of places as was practicable. It is worth noting a

consistent reticence among certain groups, particularly among olderMexican-Americans whomore than

once seemed suspicious of mymotives. That said, I believe the sample is broad enough to get some sense

of the sentiments around place in The Big Empty. To complement my interview data, I also recordedmy

own personal observations and took hundreds of photographs. A few of the latter are included here to

give the reader some sense of the look and feel of the places I visited.

Figure 18: Wheat stubble and distant wind turbines, Knox County, Texas.

Over the course of several months, I conducted twelve structured and multiple informal interviews

(see AppendixA, Table 2) widely aroundThe Big Empty. These conversations were aimed at ascertaining

residents’ reasons for remaining there, their attachments to and sense of place. Three dominant themes

emerged: assets, family, and values. Everyone I spoke with remarked upon at least one of these, andmany

discussed aspects of all three.
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Assets

For many people in The Big Empty, their attachment to place is at least in part predicated on access

to property, primarily family farm or ranch land. Nearly everybody I talked to said a large proportion of

young people who grow up in the area leave for good after high school, but they also said one of themore

commonmotivations for those who do return is property.

An older farmer (03B) told me, “I came back to work the family land, to farm.” And a proprietor of

a local business and former farmer (07X) explained how he came to settle back home after going away to

school: “I planned to go to law school. I was home visiting, and my mom talked me into working some

family land, just temporarily. And here I am.”

Though I heard many similar stories about people who had chosen to return or remain in The Big

Empty during the postwar decades, the tone was very different when talking about more recent and

present circumstances (01X): “Young people tend to move on. There aren’t many young farmers, except

a few who stand to inherit big farms and ranches.”

Time and again, family landwas described as ameans to a livelihood in the region. But attachment to

inherited land was not always described solely in pecuniary terms. Often, farm and ranch property were

bound up with affective bonds to family and to a sense of place (09X): “When I think of home, I think

of family. And I think of our ranch, the land. It’s near the Double Mountains. I think of the cattle. And

of the creek and the old iron bridge across it.”

Nonetheless, one cannot wax sentimental about land he or she does not have. Amanwho inherited a

share of a small piece ofmarginal land, though proud to talk about it in terms of family history, described

a divide between families with sizable holdings and those without sufficient property to make a living

from it (05X):

Our farm is just sitting there. We tried to rent it out to a guy, but he didn’t pay the rent.
We couldn’t keep anybody renting it. . .The economy just gets slower. . . Unless you’ve got a
big farm. . .The farmers are the only stable people. The only jobs are [at the drive-in burger
place], [the truck stop], the nursing home. I trim trees.

The necessity of holdings large enough to accomodate farming or ranching operations at sufficient
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Figure 19: Friendly dog at his home on a small herb farm in The Big Empty.

scale to generate a profit and comfortable income came up repeatedly. People expressed concerns about

land values, particularly the disparity between productive capacity for agriculture and other uses (09X,

08X):

Not many people are in farming or ranching. There are only a small number with property.
No young people going into it. Farming, cattle, and land are too expensive. There’s no land
for sale, and the values have beendrivenupbyhunters from the cities. There are zero farmers
under forty, or maybe one, but I think he just works for his dad. . .

The landprices are inflatedby thehunters. These corporate outfitswill paymore forhunting
leases than farmers and ranchers can pay.

In the 1980s, the government forgave abunchofdebt. . .And then the [ConservationReserve
Program]71 came in and people put their land in the program. It hurt the businesses when
the land came out of cultivation. . .The government programs drove up rents.

71. Under the Conservation Reserve Program, intiated in the Farm Bill of 1985, farmers contract with the government to
remove acreage classifed as “highly erodible” from cultivation in exchange for rent payments. The terms of these agreements
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The general sense was that land prices were too high for beginning and new farmers. And there was

widespread pessimism about even those younger farmers with access to family land (07X):

It takes too much capital to start farming from scratch. Even with family land it takes too
much for a new or young farmer. I just don’t see how anybody could start from noth-
ing. . .The crops are bad, and the prices are bad. You can’t break even. The outlook for
cotton is not good. The margins are thinner. Inputs are more expensive. . . There are only
about ten farmers in the county. Four big ones have the majority of the acreage. There are
maybe three under fifty.

But even as the land is owned and operated by smaller numbers, access to productive assets remains a

central component of attachment to The Big Empty. The families that settled there generally aspired to

proprietorship over viable farming and ranching businesses, dreamed of economic security and indepen-

dence through ownership. Such sentiments, or at least remnants of them, remain widespread, and seem

integral to decisions to remain in or return to the region, even as farmers and ranchers face a great deal of

uncertainty – even if their circumstances seem quite favorable alongside the prospects of the landless.

Family

Another commonly expressed reason for staying inThe Big Emptywas a strong family tie, most often

that of children to parents but also in many cases to extended family relations. Often, people I talked

with expressed a sense of familial obligation and said they remained in or returned to The Big Empty to

be near to or to care for family members (04X): “My family is all here. I went away for years, serving in

the military. . . I came back to Texas to take care of my grandmother.”

Many said that such concerns were weighed against opportunities elsewhere, and some people chose

to forego those opportunities (08X).

There’s a lack of opportunity here. There are ranch hands who stay because they just like

and the qualifications for eligible tracts are changed periodically by legislative and administrative action, but the gist in this
comment is that enough of the marginal land in the area qualified and that the payments were high enough to entice owners
to sign up such that the stock of land available for would-be renters was reduced, driving up rents and land prices. There has
been work on the effects of the program on local and regional economies, some corroborating the spirit of the informant’s
proposition. See C.W. Sudduth, R.T. Ervin, and E.W. Elam, “Factors affecting investment in CRP lands on the SouthernHigh
Plains of Texas,” Journal of Soil and Water Conservation 48, no. 2 (1993): 151.
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cowboying or because they have family here. There’s no jobs, no services. There aren’t any
conveniences. But most people who live here, money’s not a driving force.

One retiree (08X) who relocated to the area after spending many years in a larger city told me that

social life in The Big Empty was particularly family-oriented.

The people here are friendly but not sociable. Nobody goes to see other people outside of
family. . .Everybody’s related. When we first went to church here, people warned us, “You
can’t say anything about anybody to anybody, because everybody’s related.”

This clannish tendency, something long associated with small towns and agrarian communities, was even

perceived to extend to neighbors (06X): “There are disagreements sometimes, but people make it work.

You have to. Everybody’s kind of like family.”

The bonds among neighbors were described in terms more intimate than mere tolerance, and these

relations seem bound up with necessity, with the particular challenges of daily life and livelihood in a

remote, rural, andharsh locale (06X): “People here are generous. They’re family people. They’re helpful.”

For people involved in agriculture, in particular, family connections and livelihood seemmore tightly

interwoven. For many, the significance of family land goes well beyond purely pecuniary concerns. The

family is in some sense the land and the land the family (09X): “I didn’t intend to landhere, but I’mhappy

I did. I’m staying for my elderly parents, for family. . .When I think of home, I think of family. And I

think of our ranch, the land.” That attachment to the land as somethingmore thanmeans of production

emerged in many conversations, and the hardships associated with working and holding onto the land

have become the basis for familial and communal pride72.

People described to me over and over how important the idea of family is to them and how central it

is to decisions about staying and going. Indeed, family was for many who settled in The Big Empty what

originally brought them to the region. From the beginnings of settler society to the present, extended

and nuclear family bonds have exerted push and pull influence on decisions about migration, from the

people who told me they came home to The Big Empty to care for parents and grandparents and ended

72. This sort of pride in wrenching a livelihood from a fickle land has been noted by many writers, notably Saarinen and
Tuan. Yi-Fu Tuan, Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes, and Values (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1974); Thomas F. Saarinen, Perception of the Drought Hazard on the Great Plains (Chicago, Illinois: University
of Chicago Press, 1966)
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up staying to the people who told me they thought about leaving because their children have all left and

are raising the grandchildren in distant cities and suburbs.

Figure 20: Matador Ranch gate, Matador, Texas.

Values

The third major theme of place attachment in The Big Empty was an association of the place with

certain values. More than the physical geography or the landscape, perceptions about prevailing ideals

and attitudes characterize the place and its people (06X): “People around here are simple. They’re maybe

what you’d call redneck (not really). They think different. They have different values, expectations. The

pace here is different. It’s a different way of life.”

Over and over again, The Big Empty was associated with certain virtuous tendencies (09X): “Here,

people have country values, like honesty, integrity, resourcefulness. They make deals on a handshake.

Their word is their bond.” Implicit in this characterization is a link between the nature of the place, as

it is broadly understood, and the dominant ethic of its people. Also implicit is a stark contrast between
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these virtuous local tendencies and a less virtuous other, most often identified with cities and suburbs.

When asked, most people I interviewed would say that people in The Big Empty are more or less the

same as people in other places, but time and again they would describe a favored rural social dynamic in

their communities characterized by mutual obligation and intimate, regular contact (09X).

I value the closeness between people here. Everybody knows everybody. You’re accountable
to people. You’re friends, not just acquaintances. . . I only miss being anonymous like I was
in the city on days I don’t feel like going to church. I also feel obligated to say yes when I’m
asked to volunteer. But that’s part of it.

Many people said that the closeness of their communities meant that people “know your business” even

as others expressed strong affinity for the live-and-let-live attitude they see as prevalent there. The latter

was also associatedwith sparseness and relative affordability of larger parcels of landwhich afford a degree

of privacy thought unavailable to people living in denser communities. Several people who lived in the

country told me they could not imagine living with many close neighbors. Two older farmers (03B, 03C)

told me this in almost exactly the same terms: “I can pee off the front porch and shoot my rifle off the

back.”

I asked a few people whether they thought this was a contradiction, that The Big Empty was a place

characterized by very close neighborly relations and a great deal of personal privacy. The consistent reply

was that these are not directly opposed, that they arise from the remoteness and sparseness of the place,

and that negotiating this very dynamic is more or less central to getting along in their communities.

Nonetheless, I did observe a notable gender difference in emphasis with regard to these affinities for

neighborly closeness and privacy. Thewomen I talked to tended to putmore stock in the sense ofmutual

obligation and accountability they see as a defining trait of rural life in The Big Empty, and these were

almost always mentioned in connection with the work of child-rearing.

I cameback from[a coastal city] because of the long commute. I stayedbecause of the values.
They’re family, Christian values. Honesty, morality. It’s instilled in the children. I wanted it
for my kids. You know, “It takes a village. . .” I was a single momwith three kids. I had help
with them. (09X)

Grandparents often said their children, most often daughters, would like to raise their kids in The Big
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Figure 21: City Hall and storefronts, Roaring Springs, Texas.

Empty, even as circumstances conspire to keep them away (06X): “My daughter would like to raise her

kids here. There’s more opportunities for the kids to be involved at school, to be a leader. You know

what’s going on with your kids here.”

Men, on the other hand, were overall less likely to talk about the significance of shared values in the

community and their children and more likely overall to talk about individual liberty, personal privacy,

and self sufficiency. Both groups, though, tended to see these values not as diametrically opposed but as

a sort of rural social dialectic.

Synthesis

Among these themes there is considerable overlap. The productive capacity of land, the affective ties

of family and close neighbors, andbelief in shared values are all interrelated. Family histories are boundup

with the land. Norms of land use and ideas about property andwork are tightly associatedwith particular

ideals. All of these bleed into one another and are tinctured with other cultural tendencies, particularly
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evangelical religiosity. And all of these are rooted in the autogeographic stories of The Big Empty, stories

which center on smallholder productivist sociability and ethics as well as a sense of collective pride in

hewing out a living on the unforgiving plains of north central Texas.

But The Big Empty is dying, hollowing out. The settler society that took tentative root in environs

previously believed uninhabitable has in most respects failed to thrive over the long term. Rolling rev-

olutions in economic and social life at the national and global scale, mechanization and automation of

agricultural production, reconfigurations of international commodity networks, shifting political winds

have all contributed to the rendering of The Big Empty in some sense obsolete or redundant. Its remote-

ness and dryness and the arc of its development have left it withering, undergoing commercial and civic

atrophy. On this view, The Big Empty’s condition is that of a postindustrial rurality in which place at-

tachment functions as a response to the changing role of productivist agriculture and rural life in general.

That response can be better understood by inverting the three place attachment themes discussed above,

assets, family, and values and thinking about these as three aspects of postindustrial rurality: disposses-

sion, dislocation, and anomie.
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Figure 22: Small home/office constructed within remaining walls of ruined commercial building in
Turkey, Texas.
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CONDITIONSOF POST-INDUSTRIAL RURALITY

Ferdinand Tönnies theorized a distinction among social relations he saw as “organic” which he called

Gemeinscha� or community and those of “purely mechanical construction” existing “in themind” which

he called Gesellscha� or society.73 In this formulation, the former are comprised of familial relations and

close friendship or comradeship aswell as those ofneighbourhood, whichTönnies identifiesmost strongly

with rural agrarian village life. Gesellscha�, on the other hand, he identified with relations of exchange in

a mass commercial society, which he characterized as “detached”.74

These classes of relations are associated with different forms of accord: “In Gemeinscha� [people]

stay together in spite of everything that separates them; in Gesellscha� they remain separate in spite of

everything that unites them.”75 Gemeinscha� is marked by concord, a “heartfelt sense of integration and

unanimity”whileGesellscha� is characterized by tension among individuals operating out of self-interest,

negotiating all manner of exchanges in sharply demarcated spheres of power and activity.

The sociological distinction between Gemeinscha� and Gesellscha� is to some degree analagous to

the geographical distinction between place and landscape. In his study of the Pennsylvania anthracite

country, Marsh describes landscape as an “arrangement of space, which can be planned from afar” as

opposed to place, which “includes the adoption of a history, which must happen through the experience

of people who care”.76 Place is local and arises from the accretion of shared experience and narratives

about that experience, from mutual understandings negotiated through proximity. It is affective and

more closely associated with the heartfelt concord of Tönnies’ Gemeinscha� – the bond of neighbors is

mediated through place and place attachment. Landscape, the physical evidence of human agency on the

land, is more closely related to Gesellscha�, its construction and reconfiguration subject to the dictates of

capital and politics at a remove.

In The Big Empty, place attachment is chiefly centered on a sense of moral space with its roots per-

73. Ferdinand Tönnies, Community and Civil Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001).
74. Ibid.
75. Ibid., p.52.
76. Marsh, “Continuity and Decline in the Anthracite Towns of Pennsylvania,” p.341.
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ceived to be in a regional history of productivist small-holding interests. The landscape on the other hand

may be read as a palimpsest of capital inflows and flights and successive diminutions of economic, polit-

ical, and cultural relevance and erasure of any manifest aspiration toward significance in these spheres

relative to the broader society. Set against a landscape of abandonment the morally loaded narratives of

place in The Big Empty may be read as a response to the conditions of life and livelihood in the postin-

dustrial countryside.

Figure 23: Drive-in theatre between Turkey and Quitaque, closed for (a very long) winter.

In conversation with people in The Big Empty, urban spaces are often regarded as being bereft of ac-

countability, a word I heard many times. It implies a reciprocal relation of sentiment, an affective form of

social regulation which relies upon mutual obligation. To the people in the country and small towns of

The Big Empty, the absence ofmutual awareness and expectation is associatedwith a sort of placelessness,

a nihilism, and with insecurity. Women often spoke of that absence in contrast with their experience rais-

ing children in small communities. They acknowledged the breadth of opportunities afforded urban and

suburban dwellers which are unavailable to themselves and their kids, but they felt the bonds of intimacy
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and accountability in small towns in general and The Big Empty in particular more than compensate.

Bothmen andwomen emphasized the necessity of “getting along” and tolerating difference while openly

admitting the obvious which is that not everybody can get along with everybody else all of the time.

In speaking of civil society and the broader economy, the attitudes evinced by people I interviewed

tended toward suspicion, cynicism, and detachment. The broad perception seemed to be that life in

The Big Empty carries on almost entirely apart from geopolitics and social change (about which many

I interviewed were openly anxious). The community, the place, are far more prominent in giving shape

to daily life, and the difference in nature of relations of Gemeinscha� and Gesellscha� was consistently

acknowledged, if only implicitly. Many I interviewed described urban life in terms of detachment, iso-

lation, insecurity, and expressed discomfort at the thought of daily life without the tight-knit weft and

warp of neighborly relations. That discomfort brought into relief the distinction between local commu-

nity bonds of mutual obligation and relative intimacy and rationalized relations of value, exchange, and

individualism.

The story of settler society in The Big Empty is arguably one of speculative capital operating mostly

at a remove. But its autogeography tracks a different narrative, one of yeomenric smallholder struggle to

carve out family livelihoods and build flourishing communities. That story tends to pit the local against

the remote, community against society. When “capital has moved on, the importance of place is more

clearly revealed”.77

The systemic forces that have reordered life through changes in technics and political economy and

social norms are generally regarded as mysterious and hostile to people in The Big Empty. Waves of farm

failure and concentration have left the landless to look for alternatives to agrarian lifestyles centered on

landownership and productivism, either in distant cities and suburbs or by adjusting to service work in

the region’s remaining small towns. People in The Big Empty tend to retain long-held ideals about broad

prosperity through landownership even as fewer of them are landowners and even fewer are able to derive

a decent living from the land. The economy in the region is largely dependent on government largesse,

from state road and bridge work to farm subsidies to work in public education. Yet people there still

77. RaymondWilliams, “Decentralism and the Politics of Place,” in Resources of Hope: Culture, Democracy, Socialism, ed.
Robin Gale (London: Verso, 1989), p. 242.
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identify with homesteader and open range narratives of self-sufficiency.

These forces have neutralized aspirations toward broadly prosperous rural communities through

wide landholding among independent producers, and in pushing people off the land they have produced

considerable social dislocation, separating family members and neighbors with close ties. From the waves

of dispossessed farm families forced to light out for California during the Great Depression to the young

families living apart while mothers and fathers work in distant oil fields or in distant cities to the elderly

people left behind by children seeking opportunity elsewhere, structural changes inAmerican agriculture

have meant displacement and abandonment.

What is perceived as an outsized influence on daily life by outside forces has engendered anxiety and

skepticism. These feed into a sort of rural anomie, a sense of isolation set against the dominant urban

national culture and a cynicism about its political predilections, its moral and social vision. A latent petit-

bourgeois disdain for government intervention and progressive politics persists, even as the economic

basis for it has given way to a service economy heavily reliant on government employment and subsidy

and tomultinational corporate dominionover extractive industry and agricultural production. Prevailing

social attitudes tend toward the reactionary, heavily infusedwith traditional patriarchical ideals and often

tinged with racialist tendencies. Historical regional narratives and aesthetics are mobilized in gestures of

resistance to a changing world, as means to propagate values78 closely identified with The Big Empty and

a particularly atavistic vision for its future which is, certainly for outsiders looking in, undeniably bleak

over the middle and long term.

Shifting contingencies have altered life and livelihood inTheBig Empty such that former conceptions

of rurality seem less relevant to existing conditions there. The diminished centrality of agriculture in

the economic life of Big Empty communities is necessarily attended by cultural response (or reaction).

The trend toward reliance on service work and away from smaller scale agricultural production coupled

with changing spatial divisions of labor mean that productivist aims and aspirations are no longer at the

heart of social life in the way they have historically been understood to be. I have chosen to call this

new condition one of postindustrial rurality wherein not only has agricultural economic and cultural

78. For observations on a related process in California ghosttowns, see DeLyser, “When Less is More: Absence and Land-
scape in a California Ghost Town.”
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hegemony waned but also no other productivist industrial practice has replaced it. As such, the shift

toward postindustrial rurality bears some resemblance to the hollowing out of other communities where

rolling reconfigurations of the economic base havewrought considerable social dislocation and left people

in those communities to forge a path forward, adapting in part by reformulating personal and collective

understandings of place. Here, I have described three aspects of a postindustrial rurality through themes

related to evolving senses of place: dispossession, dislocation, and anomie.

In my fieldwork, this ongoing revision of autogeographies emerges in the ways people talked about

their communities and their own lives in relation to the local and remote, their association of certain sets

of values with each, and their struggles in and anxieties about wringing a livelihood from thewindblasted

plains of north central Texas. This shift toward a postindustrial rurality has been noted elsewhere, par-

ticularly in the work of U.K. geographers, but the situation in The Big Empty differs in its remoteness,

its ecology, and its history of development.79 By dint of its distance from urban centers and the relative

harshness of its climate as well as the absence of established resources or institutions with potential for

generating new means to prosperity or growth, The Big Empty faces not only the prospect of reorienta-

tion away from its historical focus on productivist agriculture but also the real possibility of asymptotic

population decline amounting to the death of the place. Whatever the fate of communities in the region

may be, there appears to be no going back, and whatever the future holds, all indications are it will be,

at least over the near-term, a postindustrial one that will less and less resemble the broadly prosperous

farming-centered society to which previous generations there aspired.

These conditions and relations, which are very real and central to place as a part of social life, defy

reductionist efforts at simple descriptions in terms of direct causality. They are an important mode of

human experience where the contingencies of non-human nature and social reality converge. In my es-

timation, this way of thinking about place is consistent with a pragmatistic attitude which confers some

important benefits. Like critical Marxian approaches to place, pragmatism provides tools for critiquing

systems and institutions that shape life and livelihood – it is not antagonistic to signal Marxian concepts

such as modes of production or surplus value. But pragmatism, while radically historical in its critical at-

79. KeithHalfacree, “Contrasting Roles for the Post-Productivist Countryside,” chap. 4 inContested Countryside Cultures,
ed. Paul Cloke and Jo Little (London and New York: Routledge, 1997), 70–93.
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titude, eschews teleologies and historicisms sometimes associated with (particularly orthodox) Marxian

postures. It also avoids the Continental tendency for reification of sociological constructs (e.g. capital)

which can be misleading.

Conceptions of place deriving from phenomenological positions too often overemphasize meaning

as an object and imply a priori forms of knowing that can be distracting and even seem at times some-

what mystical. Pragmatism’s naturalistic attitude and preference for dissolving ill-posed epistemological

questions such as appearance-reality dualisms put the emphasis back on the experiences and agency of

humans as organisms playing Wittgensteinian language games aimed at solving human problems rather

than representing an objective reality or ultimate truth. The pragmatic view turns inquiry outward from

investigations of “themental” to the social, a useful impulse for grounding social sciences work in general

and inquiries into place and sense of place in particular. Charles Sanders Pierce’s conception of belief (and

perhaps meaning) as habits of action is to be contrasted with Husserlian attempts to make an objective

science of meaning or to theorize a mysterious activity called knowing.80 The latter drags one deep into

questions about consciousness that are interesting yet not immediately germane to interrogation of com-

munities, societies, and institutions. The former emphasizes patterns in human agency and interaction,

relations which ought to be front and center in the study of place – all the while asserting that there is “no

activity called ‘knowing’ which has a nature to be discovered” but rather only “the process of justifying

beliefs to audiences”.81 Pragmatism also encourages a holistic approach to thinking about social life where

phenomenological methods focus on thematizing and bracketing aspects of meaning and knowing (e.g.

the fundamental ontology of the “Lebenswelt” versus many “regional ontologies”) which, again, often

imply without satisfactory justification essential forms of knowing.82

Much postmodern and poststructuralist analysis shares similar aims to phenomenological inquiry.

Postmodern and postructuralist critique aims to uncover the ways subjects form under different circum-

stances at different historical moments. This is true for the work of Michel Foucault whose fascinating

geneaologies and archaealogies tend to focus on power as a central mode by which human beings are

80. Rorty, Philosophy and Social Hope, p. 36.
81. Ibid.
82. John Pickles, Phenomenolo�, science, and geography: spatiality and the human sciences (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1985).
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constituted into subjects.83 Pragmatism takes issue with the Foucauldian project because it begins from

a question assuming a validity standing “above and outside the social practices of human beings” and

because it reifies “discourses, disciplines, and techniques”.84 The latter objection is rooted in the pragma-

tist’s sense that agency lies with human beings, not discourses, disciplines, and techniques. In pursuing

the constitution of human beings into subjects by these reified entities, the Foucauldian project moves

away from questions of revision, action, and ends. For Foucault, this manifests as a notable lack of atten-

tion to the operation ofmodes of production, spatial divisions of labor, andpolitical processes at different

geographical scales. Pragmatism offers a corrective in its emphasis on the endless revisability of social re-

ality through action. I have endeavored here to maintain a focus on place as a central relation in human

social life in The Big Empty without the epistemological and ontological baggage of phenomenology or

the Marxian and postmodern/poststructuralist tendencies to reify intellectual constructs at the expense

of human agency. And even though this thesis is not oriented toward questions of policy, I contend that

the pragmatist’s openness to the possibilities of action aimed at remaking social life, including and per-

haps through place, offersmeliorative potential where other attitudes encourage one to retire intomental

wrangling of an ultimately unknowable ultimate reality or a stymied resignation to invisible forces exist-

ing above and outside human social practices.

83. West, The American Evasion of Philosophy, p. 224.
84. Ibid., p. 225.
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CONCLUSION

In the 1960s, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers constructed a circular embankment around the salt

springs near Estelline on the north central Texas plains. The intent was to staunch the flow of brine from

the springs into the Red River. One side effect of the project seems to have been to hasten the extinction

of a species of pale green crab with black spots, H. estellensis, the existence of which is recorded in only

a single academic paper.85 Just how this crab came to dwell in those springs on the plains, thousands of

miles inland from any of its nearest extant relatives remains a great mystery. But any explanation would

have to account for how such a creature became stranded, a living relic, attesting to circumstances all but

lost to time.

In some sense, the people of the region in which the Estelline salt springs are located, a place I have

referred to here as The Big Empty, are similarly stranded. A series of historical accidents has left behind a

peculiar place which underwent rapid settlement and development only to be ultimately rendered curi-

ously disjoint from the world around it. Its story turns on a continent-wide slaughter of bison, colonial

conflict and removal of the Comanche, the opening and subsequent closing of nowmythic cattle ranges,

waves of hopeful homesteaders confronted with a hardscrabble land and unforgiving climate, and, of

chief concern here, the onset of a deep and sustained decline that proceeds today.

Place attachment in The Big Empty is characterized by access to land and other assets, to family and

close neighborly ties, and to values associated with these, rooted in a particular historical context and

perceived smallholder settler tradition. It functions as a response to modernity, to the triune inversion

of these themes, dispossession, dislocation, and anomie. As such, it represents a reaction to the condi-

tions of daily life in the postproductivist countryside, a postindustrial rurality that, by all indications,

will continue to challenge older ideas of remote rural life. An emphasis on values consistent with the

autogeography of The Big Empty has important implications for social life there and for regional, state,

and national politics and culture.

85. Gordon C. Creel, “Hemigrapsus Estellinensis: A NewGrapsoid Crab fromNorth Texas,” The Southwestern Naturalist
8, no. 4 (1964): 236–241.
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While most eyes are on spaces undergoing rapid development, especially in the United States and

Texas, there is much to be learned from dying places and landscapes of decline. Their stories can tell us a

great deal about modernity, the nature of place, its role in social reality. Across the vastness of the Great

Plains and beyond, there are dying places, generally going quietly into that good night, each peculiar in

its triumphs and failures, each a bellwether (or canary). They too are worthy of our attention.
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INFORMANTS
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Identifiers and Demographic Data

Label Age/Ethnicity/Sex Profession

01X 55/W/F Homemaker

02A 75/W/F Homemaker

02B 83/W/M Farmer (Retired)

03A 70/W/M Manager (Retired)

03B 70/W/M Farmer

03C 70/W/M Farmer

04X 50/W/F Social worker

05X 55/B/M Laborer

06X 46/W/F Clerk

07X 68/W/M Merchant

08X 65/W/M Civil servant (Retired)

09X 60/W/F Educator
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